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Rebecca

Rebecca is an NPC controlled by Bloodyscarlet in the YSS Eucharis plot.

Rebecca

Species: Nekovalkyrja/Nightmare Type Mishhuvurthyar (Nightmare Neko)
Gender: Female

Organization: Star Army of Yamatai
Occupation: Soldier

Rank: None
Current Placement:

Character Description

* Height: 6' 7” * Mass: 135kg * Measurements: 35C-21-35

Her skin colour is tanned but gets darker towards the carapace on her body, she has a model's body but
cannot be seen because of the carapace Her eyes lack any whites and are instead jet black, whilst the
irises reflect ambient light and glow slightly with gold iris and black slit pupils. She has a heart-shaped
face, with a slightly small nose and thin lips with teeth are slightly larger, sharper and more numerous
She has cat-like ears on the sides of their heads, positioned where a human's ears would normally be,
with actual fur instead of the Nightmare scales which are pink. She has bright pink hair, that is done to be
short around with a fringe that is longer on the right side so it covers her right eye. Parts of her Torso and
shoulders are covered in scales, spikes and thick bone carapace that protects the major organs, feminine
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reproductive systems and their spinal cord from external harm. Along their backs on either side of the
spinal column are two tentacles like those found upon the Mishhuvurthyar, and are able to be configured
into any of the varieties available within the Mishhuvurthyar Tentacles.

Rebecca is like a young girl even though she looks twenty, she is immature and seems to be childish, she
also acts protective especially to her creator and friends, she seems to keep changing from a fun loving
girl to a strict, angrier with a aggressive and hostile behaviour. Her personality seems to change when
someone she cares about are in danger, it seems even though she has been mad more like a Neko than
a Nightmare Type, her Nightmare Type side comes out but because she is part of the Star Army she still
fights for the Star Army.

History and Relationship Notes

Skill Areas

Communications: Fluent in Fluent in Trade (language) and Yamataigo (邪馬台語).
Biology: Rebecca had information about genetics, xenobiology and zoology from what Taharial
gave her in her initial programming and 98 days of training, this was so that Rebecca could help
with identifying alien species, plants and other things that the crew may need to know.
Domestic:
Entertainment:
Medical and Science:
Survival and Military:
Star Army Common Skills

Inventory

Rebecca has the following items:

Character Data
Character Name Rebecca
Character Owner Bloodyscarlet
Character Status Inactive Player Character
Star Army Personnel Database
SAOY Career Status Active Duty
SAOY Rank Santô Hei
SAOY Occupation Star Army Soldier
SAOY Assignment YSS Eucharis
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